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ABSTRACT. M ost drumlins a re composed of t ill that a ppears similar in all cha racterist ics to non-drumlin 
till . Evidence, however, in the fo rm of till layer sequences and from palaeomagnetic K oenigsberger ratios 
indicate tha t d rumlin t ill may have a slightly higher pore-water content a t the t ime of lodgement than non
d rum lin till. In order that d eposited till remains at the ice-glac ier-bed interface to init ia te drumlin fo rmation, 
it m ust undergo rapid geotechnical changes whereby its pore-water content is d iss ipated thereby increasing 
the shear strength of the till. Two mechan isms of pore-water removal are possibl e. Firstl y, pore water may 
be removed from localized pa tches within a mobile layer of till at the ice-glacier-bed interface, thus creati ng 
nuclei of higher-strength till a rou nd which deforming till may adhere. Secondly, removal of wa ter initially 
from the thin water film at the base of a glacier may result in increased pressure mel ting of the ice leading 
to till m el t-out and subsequent loss of pore wa ter from the d eposited till. The loss of water at the glacier bed 
may be either via permeable subglacial deposi ts or bedrock, or within subglacial depressions. 

R ESUME . La micanique de la formation des drumlins avec une rifirence particulitre cl la teneur en eau capillaire de la 
moraine. La plupart des drumlins son t composes de materia ux morainiques qui paraissent semblables dans 
toutes leurs caracteristiques aux materiaux mora iniq ues hors d rum lins. Des preuves cependa nt ti rees de la 
forme d es sequences d es niveaux morainiques et des rapports paleomagnetiques de K oenigsberger, montren t 
que la mora ine des drumlins peut avoir ete legerement plus riche en eau capilla ire au moment d e sa formation 
que la mora ine hors drumlin. Pour q ue la mora ine deposee reste a I' interface glace-lit rocheux pour entamer 
la forma tion de drumlins, elle doit subir d e rapides cha ngements geotech niques qui lui fassent perdre sa 
teneur en eau capillai re ce qui accroit sa resistance a u cisaillement. Deux mecanism es d e perte de capacite 
capillaire sont possibles . T out d'a bord , I'eau d'imbibation peut disparaitre pa r des cheminements localises 
dans un niveau mobile de moraine a I' interface glace-lit rocheux creant a ins i des noyaux de moraine d e plus 
forte res.istance auxquels la moraine en cours de deformation peut adherer. Ensuite, la d ispa rition de I' eau 
qui constituait le m ince fi lm d'eau a la base du glacier peut provoquer un accroissement du point de fusion 
de la glace conduisant a la fusion dans la moraine et par consequent a la perte de capacite capilla ire d e la 
moraine deposee. La perte d 'eau le long du li t rocheux peut se produire soit a travers de depots permeables 
sous glaciaires, ou le long du lit, ou a I' interieur d es depressions sous glacia ires. 

ZUSAMMENFA SSUNG. Der M echanismus der D rumlin-Bildung lmter besollderer B eriicksichtigung diS W eehsels im 
Porenwassergehalt des Sehuttes. Die meisten Drum li ns bestehen aus M oranenmaterial, d as in. alien Charak
ter is tiken dem Schutt ausserhalb der Drumlins a hnlich erscheint. J ed och deuten Hinweise in der Form der 
Abfolge von Schuttschichten und a us palaom agnetischen K anigsberger-Zahlen da ra uf hin, d ass Drumlin
schutt im Zeitpinkt seiner Ablagerung einen etwas haheren Porenwassergehalt hat als anderer Glaz ialschut t. 
Wenn abgelagerter Schutt a n d er G renzflache zwischen Eis u nd Gletscherbett verbleiben und die Drumlin
bildung einsetzen soli , muss er schnelle geotech nische Vera nderungen erfahren, bei denen sein Poren
wassergahalt verringert und d adurch seine Scherfestigkeit erha ht wird . Zwei Mecha nismen zur Beseitigung 
d es Porenwassers sind maglich . Zunachst kann Porenwasser a n artlichen Flecken innerhalb einer beweglichen 
Schuttschicht a n der Grenzflache zwischen Eis und G letscherbett verschwinden, wodurch K erne festeren 
Schuttes entstehen, d enen sich verformter Schutt a nlagert. And rerseits kan n der beginnende Abzug von 
vVasser aus dem dunnen Wasserfilm am U ntergrund eines G letschers erh6hte Druckschm elze des Eises 
erzeugen, was zum Aussschme1zen \'on Schutt und nachfolgendem Verlust an Porenwasser im abgelagerten 
Schutt fuhrt. Der Wasserverlust am Gletscherbett ka nn entweder durch durchlassige subglaziale Ablager
ungen oder Untergrundsmaterialien od er a ber uber ·subglaziale Einsenkungen erfolgeD. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been shown that the lodgement of till is strongly influenced by increases in the 
effective normal pressure at the base of a glacier (Boulton, [C1975], p . 23) . Boulton has 
demonstra ted that, with a rela tively constant ice velocity, if the effective normal pressure 
increases, a critical level is a ttained beyond which glacial abrasion ceases and lodgement 
begins. If the mechanics of drumlin formation are to be understood in terms of patterns and 
processes of glacial deposition, it is necessary to discover how high effective normal pressures 
might be produced within the till that dominantly compose drumlins in order that a drumlin 
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develops and withstands the high basal shear stresses at the ice- glacier-bed interface. In this 
paper two mechanisms are suggested whereby high effective normal pressures are produced 
due to rapid loss of water from (a ) the deforming material at the glacier bed and (b) the water 
film at the sole of temperate glaciers . 

Almost all drumlin theories have been developed from an initial premise that the till that 
will form the drumlin is already d eposited and is in a position to be moulded, or that the till 
is very rapidly deposi ted in large amounts due to some unknown mechanism and can then 
be drumlinized . Previous theories all appear to have their beginning- sometime after the 
initial event of till deposition has occurred. It is intended in this paper to attempt to suggest 
mechanisms whereby this initial event of till agglomeration may occur. 

A large number of factors are involved in the formation of a drumlin . Some of these 
factors may be of more importance than others and some may be of importance at one or 
several stages in the formation of a drumlin . As Smalley and Unwin (1968, p . 377) have noted , 
the main problem in investigating drumlin formation is in choosing "the significant and 
avoiding the irrelevant" factors . 

Several factors have been studied by the writer (Menzies, unpublished) and their possible 
interrelationships investigated. In the main it has been concluded that the till found within 
drumlins is similar in most aspects to the till in non-drumlin areas . Few relationships appear 
to exist between drumlins, drift thickness, and bedrock topography (Crozier, 1975; Trenhaile, 
1975; Menzies, unpublished ) . It is therefore likely that the intricate relationships that may 
have developed between glacier ice, till, and water, in the subglacial zone, may be the most 
important set of factors in the initiation and final development of drumlins (cr. Smalley and 
Unwin, 1968). 

TILL DEPOSITION 

Since till is the main constituent of drumlins, in an attempt to explain drumlin formation 
it becomes necessary to explain how till is deposited. Drumlin till does not appear to be 
fundamentally different from other till deposits. It may be assumed that up to a critical point 
the mechanism of drumlin till deposition should be similar to that for the deposition of non
drumlin till. The explanation of drumlin formation therefore hangs on the understanding of 
what is this critical point; when and how it is reached and why the response of the subglacial 
system to the ongoing process is in the form of drumlin development. 

The mechanism of till deposition, under temperate and sub-polar ice masses, has been 
discussed by several writers (Peterson, unpublished; Boulton, 1970, 1971, [CI976]; Boulton 
and Paul, 1976; Mickelson, 1971; Nobles and Weertman, 1971; Goldthwait, [CI974]) who 
have generally agreed that basal till is gradually deposited by the release of debris from the 
ice in response to basal melting. This melting process, under active temperate ice sheets, is 
largely in the form of pressure melting. Nobles .and Weertman (1971, p. 122) have shown 
that heat sources available for melting at the base of an ice sheet are derived from geothermal 
sources (c. 35 cal cm- I year- I, 15 kJ m - I year- I), from heat transmitted through the ice from 
the atmosphere, from the heat of friction , and from latent heat sources, resulting in an average 
value of 80 cal cm- I year - I (33 kJ m - I year- I). Depending on the percentage of debris 
within the ice, a rate of till deposition of between 0.5 and 3 cm year- I might be expected to 
occur under normal rates of pressure melting. 

In relation to drumlin till deposition, this rate of deposition appears to be rather low. 
Work by Goldthwait ([CI974]) and others on present-day glaciers in Alaska, has shown that 
till is deposited subglacially within the final few centuries before ice retreat from an area. 
A drumlin 50 m high, under normal rates of till deposition, would take therefore approxi
mately I 600 to IO 000 years to build up; a time period contrary to Goldthwait's evidence. 
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Fig. l. Till "layers" as revealed ill a drullliill till sectioll, west-central Scotlalld ( 10 Clll bar for scale ). 

DRUMLIN TILL 

While examining drumlins in the Glasgow area of west-central Scotland the writer 
discovered several features associated with the internal material of these drumlins. These 
observations have led to the formulation of two possible mechanisms of drumlin formation. 

Layers in the form of thin horizontal or slightly wavy partings of fine sand and silt were 
observed within drumlin till exposures throughout the Glasgow area (Fig. I) (Menzies, 
unpublished). These layers were of short horizontal amplitude normally extending from 5 to 
70 cm, they were lenticular in form with many features akin to current bedding as found in 
fluvial environments. It seems likely that these layers are indicative of localized deposition 
over the surface of a developing drumlin. The partings would appear to be indicative of short
distance unconformities and as such to be erosional in origin. Measurements were taken 
from two drumlins revealing an average spacing range of 5 to 12 cm between layers (Virkkala, 
1951) (Fig. 2). 

Although it could not be established whether or not these layers were annual, it seems 
likely that they are at least minimal annual values if Goldthwait's concept of when till deposi
tion occurs is correct. The tentative conclusion from this is that rates of till deposition on a 
drumlin were probably slightly above normal. 

Further evidence of the nature of drumlin till deposition was supplied by palaeomagnetic 
investigations. In comparison with non-drumlin till in southern Ontario (Stupavsky and 
Gravenor, 1974), the Glasgow till showed, in a preliminary study, evidence of having been 
deposited in a fluid slurry with approximately a 10% higher percentage water content by 
weight (Fig. 3). This higher water content may be the result of greater pressure melting than 
normal in the basal layers of the ice resulting in higher rates of till deposition (cf. Boulton and 
Paul, 1976, p. '79). The greater pressure melting may be due to higher rates of ice movement 
or a greater thickness of the ice mass (kinematic waves) . 
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Fig. 2. A range of till "lqyer" dimensions as taken from a drumlin in the Glasgow area, west-central Scotland. 

U sing a technique similar to that devised by Gross and Moran (197 I), pebble lithology 
isolines were superimposed upon a map of drumlin long-axis orientations (indicating the 
direction of major ice flow) in order to distinguish between areas of erosion and deposition. 
Where isolines run parallel to the long-axis orientation, no erosion has occurred, there being 
no change in the percentage of pebbles. Erosion has occurred where the isolines cross at right 
angles or obliquely to the long-axis orientation. From Figure 4 it can be seen that large area 
variations exist between areas where erosion appears to have dominated and others where net 
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Fig. 3 . A graph of Koenigsberger values Q derived from palaeomagnetic measurements of drumlin till in the Glasgow area as 
compared to a Q value/percentage-water curve presented by Stupavsky and Gravenor (1974). 
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deposition seems to have occurred. Any drumlin theory developed must therefore allow for 
contemporaneous erosion and high rates of till deposition within close proximity to one 
another (cf. Mulier, [CI974] ) ' 
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Fig. 4. A diagram showing the relationship between drumlin long axes (indicative of the direction of maximum ice movement ) 

and the percentage variation of Carboniferous pebbles within the till . Where drumlin long axes f)arallel the f)ebble isopleths 
little erosion has occurred. Where the long axes cross the isopleths erosion has hem predominant. 

THE CONCENTRATION OF DEBRIS IN BASAL ICE 

To achieve a high rate of till deposition either over a broad area or in locali zed patches, 
it is necessary for the basa l ice to be ei ther heavily choked with debris over a considerable 
area or for very high concentrations of d ebris to exist in specific parts of the basal ice. R ecent 
observations beneath temperate ice shee ts have revealed that dirt layers in the basal ice rarely 
exceed 100 m before clean, debris-free ice is found (Boulton and others, 1974, p . 136; Boulton , 
1976, p. 227). However, close to the margins of present-day ice-sheets and glaciers that have 
polar snouts, large localized concentrations of debris have been observed (Goldthwait, 195 1; 
Souchez, 1967, 1971 ; Boulton, 1968, 1971 ; Moran, 1971 ; Hooke, 1973)' The evidence of 
these debris concentrations has been in the form of shear mora ines and flow tills. Moran 
(1971 , p . (34), Hooke ( 1973, p . 424) and Clayton and Moran ([CI974] , p. 93) have argued 
that at point A in Figure 5, for example, a large number of basal debris bands will stack 
themselves one on top of the other as a result of differential changes in ice velocity. If this 
stacking process does occur at this juncture between the . polar and temperate ice, a large zone 
of concentrated dirt would appear to accumulate. With such a localized concentration, a 
state is reached whereby large deposits of till could melt out over small areas, thus producing a n 
ideal stage for drumlin initia tion. 

It is the opinion of several workers (Hooke, 1973; C layton and Moran, [CI974]; Andrews, 
[CI97S] ; Boulton and Paul , 1976) tha t the major Quaterna ry ice sheets may have had pola r 
snouts. Boulton and Paul (1976, p. 165) have a rgued , for example, that areas of hummocky 
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moraine and dead-ice topography, typical of parts of Highland Britain, are intrinsically 
associated with ice sheets having polar snouts. 

A further possibility that might allow large concentrations of debris in the basal ice zone 
would be short-term changes in the basal ice tempera tures. Baranowski (1970), Shaw (1972) 
and Shaw and Freschauf (1973) theorized that if the zero isotherm descended beneath the 
base of the ice and into the underlying erodable material, this material could be incorporated 

Debris at Base of Glacier 

~mper.le Ice 

~ 

Ice Flow VectOf'1 

Dirt Bands I Stacking' 

+ -

(After Morin . 1971 ; 
Clayton &: Moran, 1914) 

Dirt 

Fig. 5. The possible locatioll where the stackillg of debris ballds with ill the ice at the base of a glacier might occur. 

into the basal ice and then transported. If such basal ice temperature changes occurred in 
areas of thick underlying erodable material , large concentrations of debris would be incor
porated into the ice, and thus subsequently high rates of till d eposition might occur. 

Changes in basal ice temperatures may be either the result of climatic variations or thick
ness variations in the ice sheet. Ice sheets can be expected to thin due to ice extension on 
entering a less constricted area, due to kinematic ·waves (Paterson , 1969), to surging 
(Weertman, 1962, 1966), or to changes in the nature of the underlying bed (Moran, 1971; 
Boulton, [CI974]; Boulton and others, 1974). 
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POSTULATED MECHANISM OF FORMATION 

In order that a drumlin can remain a t the interface between the ice a nd the g lacier bed, 
the drumlin must be able to withstand the shear stresses applied to it by the overl ying a nd 
moving ice mass. Furthermore if a drumlin is to rem ain a t this interface , the shear strength Srn 
of the material composing the drumlin must be higher tha n the shear stresses applied on the 
drumlin m a terial by the ice. Observations on till s deposited by present-day glaciers indicate 
that the tiBs have a very high moisture content and are in the form of slurri es that are easily 
deformed and squeezed (Okko, [955 ; Pa terson, unpublished ; Boulton, 1970; Mickelson, 
1971; Boulton and Dent, 1974 ; Boulton and o thers, 1974; C lapperton, 1975 ) . In order that 
such till may be incorporated within a drumlin and be able to withstand the considerable shear 
stresses applied by the ice , it must undergo critical changes in its rheological properties. The 
till must change from being a fluid mixture of debris, water, a nd ice to a non-fluid materi a l 
of low water and ice content. 

Two possible mechanisms may be suggested by wh ich till cou ld form into non-fluid 
agglomerations. First , these agglomerations may develop from within a very thi ck mobile 
layer of till lying between the ice and underlying glacier bed , or secondly, these agglomera
tions may be the result of localized deposition caused by cha nging conditions in the subglacial 
zone. In the second mechanism no other surrounding till deposits need occur as was noted in 
northern Canad a (Dean, 1953) a nd centra l Sweden (Lundqvist, [970) . 

RHEOLOGICAL CONSIDERATION S 

In both possible m echanisms of formation , a basic principle of soil mechanics is applica ble 
in the change from fluid slurry-like till to stable, resistant till. The shcar st rength of a materi a l ' 
can be d efined as the inherent resistance .of a mat erial to deformat ion . Shca r streng th can bc 
defined in terms of Coulomb's equation: 

Srn = C+ P tan cP , 

where C is cohesion , P is pressure on the m a terial , and cl> is the angle of interna l friction . Ifthe 
voids in the ma terial are fill ed with a liquid under stress Uw, one pa rt p of the pressure P is 
carried " by the solid particles which have a finite tan cl> value, whcreas the balance (P- uw ) 

is carried by the liquid phase which has a ta n cP of zero. Terzaghi ( 1 94:~ ) derived the term 
"effective stress" to account for this part , a nd since 

p = P - uw , 

he .thus derived a "~evised Coulomb equation " 

Srn = C+ (P- uw ) ta n cl> , 

or 

Srn = C+ p tan cP. 

It can be seen therefore tha t the shear streng th of a ma teria l is controll ed by the relat ion
ship between interparticle pressures p and pore pressures uw . In a ny sa tura ted , unconsolida ted 
material , the particle-gra in structure is more compressible tha n the pore water. causing excess, 
positive, por~-water pressure. When stress is applied , this excess pore-water pressure begins 
to dissipate immediatel y by causing the water in the voids to fl ow a long a pa th of leas t 
resistance toward a n area of lower pressures. With the dra inage of this pore water , increasing 
amounts of the applied stress a re transferred to the particles. T his change in the application 
of the st ress results in an increase in interparticl e stresses p thereby causing a n increase in the 
shear strength of the materia l. A further increase in app lied stress would cause a seq uential 
increase in shear strength a nd furth er pore-water di ssipa tion. 
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At a specific stress level depending on its grain-size distribution and grain shapes, a 
material such as till may become dilatant (Reynolds 1885; Mead, 1925; Smalley and U nwin , 
1968; Boulton and others, 1974). Dilatancy may be regarded as a property inherent in a 
material , occurring when the applied stress causes the particle-grain structure to expand due to 
movement of particles in relation to one another, from side-to-side contact to point-to-point 
contacts . The effect on the material is usually manifested in an increase in volume, resulting 
in an increase in void spaces. If a saturated material becomes dilatant it has been shown that 
pore-water pressures become negative, causing a subsequent reduction in pore-water dissipa
tion (Terzaghi and Peck, [CI967]). 

The most important consideration in the increase in shear strength of any saturated 
material is the amount and rate at which excess pore-water pressure can be dissipated and 
stress transferred to the grain structure. As C layton and Moran ([e 1 974J) have noted, "the 
most rapid dissipation of excess pressure occurs in coarse-textured sediments where the flow 
path between areas of high and low pressure is short. The least rapid dissipation occurs in 
fine-textured sediments where the flow path is considerably longer". A further consideration 
is the compressibility of the material, since coarse-grained sediments are much less com
pressible than fine-grained ones. 

Rheological changes in till 

From the above observations the application of stresses to saturated till can be considered. 
Since the matrix of till is normally a fine-textured material it seems likely that flow paths will 
be exceedingly long and thus a tendency for fairly high excess pore-water pressure to exist will 
persist when till is overridden by glacier ice . Boulton and others (1974, p . 141 ) have shown 
that where no or limited drainage occurs in a fin e-grained till , excess pore pressures being 
un dissipated will cause a reduction in till shear strength, finally leading to the till approaching 
a highly fluid state. However, if the till were to overlie a coarse-textured material or a sub
glacial drainage route either of which could act as areas of pressure dissipation, then this 
fine-grained material may become less fluid, increase its strength, and no longer have an 
excess pore-water pressure (Moran, 1971 ; C layton and Moran, [C1974J, p . 94; Boulton and 
others, 1974, p. 140). 

Two MECHANISMS OF DRUMLIN INITIATION 

Mechanism I 

If till has been accumulating beneath a glacier and above an impermeable bed such as 
unfractured bedrock or bedrock of low hydraulic conductivity, a state may be reached where 
excess pore-water pressures are produced. This may occur either due to increased subglacial 
melting and thus higher water content in the till or increased ice pressures due to ice advance 
over the deposited till. 

It is envisaged that at this stage, with the till being fluid beneath the glacier, the initial 
event in drumlin formation may occur. If parts of the fluid till were to be halted (see below) 
the surrounding till would rapidly encompass and plaster around this stationary patch. Any 
glaciological changes that would affect the whole area of flowing till such as decreases in ice 
pressure must therefore be discarded. Only a mechanism that would cause localized patches 
of till to become non-fluid while the remaining parts of the till remain fluid can be considered. 
Therefore it might be visualized that in large areas of till underlain with sands and gravels 
where large-scale general pon~-water dissipation has occurred, no drumlins would occur, there 
being only a thick blanket of consolidated till (e.g. Cheshire Plain, England). 

Since the till is flowing as a result of the stress applied by the ice resulting in excess pore
water pressures in the till, any method of dissipating such pressures will cause the rheological 
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change noted a bove to occur in the till. I t has a lready been demonstrated by ~[oran ( 1971 ) 
and Boulton and o thers ( 1974), that areas of til l underlain by coarse sands and gravels wou ld 
a llow drainage of this pore water. Also zones of highl y sha tt ered bedrock or jointed bedrock 
(G luckert, 1973) would act as a reas of pore-water diss ipation . Subglacia l bedrock or glacier
bed d epressions transverse to ice movement (Gjessing, 1966) a nd subglacia l water cha nnels 
would a lso ac t as areas of low pressure to which the pore wa ter wou ld migra te. VVilhin the 
G lasgow district, by using extcnsive bore-l og coverage across the drum lin field. the writ er 
found that' in severa l areas la rge spreads of coarse sa nds a nd gravels underlie the drumlins 
(Fig. 6). Also d eep, transverse bedrock cha nnels cross the drumlin field and appear to be 
connected with a subglacia l melt-water dra inage sys tem (cr. Wright , 1973, fi g. 2, p. 254; 
personal communica tion from I. J. Sma lley in 1974) ' 

I t is pos tula ted tha t if ti ll is Oowing benea th a n ice mass, small local a reas or na rrow zones 
of low pressure could act as loca tions where the till could become non-fluid and develop, if the 
agglomera tion was of sufficient size, into a pro to-drumli n . The non-Ouid patc hes of ti ll wou ld 
ac t as an obstruction a round which more till wou ld accrete . 

. H echallism 2 

G laciological inves tiga tions in bore holes (Gow, 1963) and directly at the glacier sole 
(K amb and LaCha pelle, 1964 ; Vivia n and Rocquet, 1973) have revea led that the theory of 
glacier sliding proposed by Weertman ( 1964) and Lliboutry ( 1968 ) is essentia ll y correc t. 
In ord er tha t a tempera te ice mass can move over its bed a film of water is necessary at the 
interface between the mo~ing ice mass and the glacier bed . Much discussion has gone on as 
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to whether this water is in sheets or discrete channels . When this water film is broken down or 
removed , the ice mass grounds onto the glacier bed: fri ction between the ice and its bed 
changes from approximately zero to a large figure , causing increased pressure melting to 
occur. At this stage of pressure melting, any debris in the basal ice is melted out and deposited. 
By pressure melting the ice itself creates a water film thereby reducing friction , and ice move
ment by basal-slip continues. 

If this process of removal of water film and pressure melting could occur in areas beneath 
basal ice in which large concentrations of debris existed, large agglomerations of till could be 
rapidly produced in localized patches. 

Moran ( 197 I) and Hooke ( 1973), as already noted, have envisaged and observed large 
concentrations of debris in the areas up-glacier of the glacier snout (Fig. 5) . If these large 
accumulations were to be melted out then la rge amounts of till would be available for drumlin 
formation . If the lubricating water film could be drained into a permeable bed beneath the 
ice or into subglacial melt-water channels: or if the water supply to the film could be reduced 
or cut off, then the ice would be grounded and in a state of pressure melting. At this stage, 
with large amounts of debris being deposited in this subglacial but marginal position, excess 
pore-water pressures would immediately be built up in the deposited till. If the mechanism 
that removed the water film could operate to remove the pore water, as envisaged in 
Mechanism I , then patches of till would become non-fluid. It then follows that if the till 
agglomeration were of sufficient size, a proto-drumlin could be created. 

The proto-drumlin 

Once the till has become non-fluid and becomes an obstruction at the oasal-ice- glacier-bed 
interface two possibilities may occur. First, if the agglomerated till is of too small a size or 
becomes rapidly dilatant (Radhakrishna and Klym, 1974), thus again increasing its pore-water 
content , the till will be eroded or fluidized and removed. Secondly, if the agglomerated till is 
large enough to withstand the shear stresses applied by the ice and does not rapidly become 
dilatant, the till may remain in position. This second possibility is the state of initial drumlin 
formation. 

As the initial mass of till continues to lose pore water, the till consolidates and its shear 
strength rapidly rises. In time, as this process of consolidation proceeds, the stability of the 
proto-drumlin at the ice- glacier-bed interface increases. 

The proto-drumlin, once established, begins to act as a core or nucleus around which more 
till accumulates. As the till continues to be deposited , the size of the drumlin increases, thus 
leading to even greater stability at the subglacial interface. It can be concluded that at this 
stage drumlin d evelopment will continue uninterrupted, 'provided no adverse changes occur 
within or to the ~ubglacia l environment, resulting in the characteristic drumlin form being 
produced. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In order that drumlins remain at the ice- glacier-bed interface it is necessary that the till 
composing the drumlins be able to withstand the shear stresses imposed by the moving glacier. 
From the Coulomb- Terzaghi Equation (3) when applied to slurry-like till, it can be noted 
that with reduction in pore-water pressures, inter-particle pressures will increase with con
comitant increase in till ,shear strength . 

Two mechanisms have been put forward to allow such pore-water removal. Of the two 
mechanisms, the first is, in the writer 's opinion, the most common possibility since drumlins 
are most usually associated with a reas of thick drift. However , as already mentioned , drumlins 
do occur in areas of bare bedrock, or thin drift. It would seem likely therefore that in such 
areas the second mechanism would apply . 
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From the many observations made within drumlin fields throughout the world and from 
the writer's own research a considerable body of data exists with regard to drumlin internal 
composition and the nature of sub-drumlin materials and bedrock topography that would 
appear to indicate the validity of these mechanisms of pore-water removal. The mechanism of 
pore-water dissipation has been shown, from field evidence, to function within the glacier 
system causing changes in the pattern of glacial sedimentation (Boulton and others, 1974) . 
However further research to test these mechanisms with regard to drumli'n formation is 
required both in present-day glaciated areas and in Quaternary drumlin fields. 
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